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By Nechama Tec

Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 192 x 128 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The prevailing image of European Jews during the Holocaust
is one of helpless victims, but in fact many Jews struggled against the terrors of the Third Reich. In
Defiance, Nechama Tec offers a riveting history of one such group, a forest community in western
Belorussia that would number more than 1,200 Jews by 1944-the largest armed rescue operation of
Jews by Jews in World War II. Tec reveals that this extraordinary community included both men and
women, some with weapons, but mostly unarmed, ranging from infants to the elderly. She
reconstructs for the first time the amazing details of how these partisans and their families-hungry,
exposed to the harsh winter weather-managed not only to survive, but to offer protection to all
Jewish fugitives who could find their way to them. Arguing that this success would have been
unthinkable without the vision of one man, Tec offers penetrating insight into the group s
commander, Tuvia Bielski. Tec brings to light the untold story of Bielski s struggle as a partisan who
lost his parents, wife, and two brothers to the Nazis,...
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ReviewsReviews

These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to seeking ahead of time plus more. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this
book from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Sonny B er g str om-- Sonny B er g str om

I just started o  looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV-- Josie K och IV
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